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PRODUCT GUIDE 

 Congratulations on your new PLP Student, Kwosen Bruce 1.3, commonly referred to as 
“Kwosen” or “Bruce” as Zachary likes to call him. Your new student comes with functions 
including, but not limited to the following:


. Funny


. Weird


. Empathetic


. Mindful of others


. Athletic


GETTING STARTED 

Before you access Kwosen for the first time, make sure to know that the Montreal 
Canadiens are not a bad franchise. Your Kwosen will uncontrollably rant for a good 15 
minutes. You have been warned. 


ACCESSIBILITY 

Kwosen is mostly available during the night time as he does not like waking up in the morning. 
You can usually find him sitting in class quietly because he is tired from waking up at 8:45. If he 
is not doing so he is probably asking his friends 20 questions about the work.


After school he has a lot of soccer and Hockey so its difficult to reach him. He mostly replies 
during Wednesdays and Mondays when he doesn’t have much to do.


Kwosen will sometimes use social media and doesn’t really know how to use it that well, in the 
rare occurrence of him comprehending the social apps he usually debates with his friends 
about pointless sports opinions.


SETTINGS 

Kwosen has three primary settings:   Student, Athlete and regular person. 


Setting 1: Student 


You will interface with Kwosen most often in Student mode, so this will be his default 
setting during the hours of 9:30AM-3PM. In Student mode, Kwosen is responsible for 
listening to the teachers, writing down notes and doing his work.




Kwosen attempts to listen to the person that is talking and maintaining the level of 
hype in the classroom. He gets excited when people ask him a question about the 
work he loves answering them.


Setting 2: Athlete 


In Athlete mode you may encounter Kwosen at the soccer pitch or at the hockey rink. 
He does all of the normal functions of an Athlete: waking up early, coming home dirty 
from the Rain and mud from the soccer field, sweating, being exhausted. Should you 
encounter him in one of these roles, I would suggest to not approach he will be dirty, 
tired, Sweaty. He is programmed to respond in a positive way but I wouldn’t  be too 
sure if you still would want to approach him.


WARNINGS 

This device may...


. Fall Asleep for no reason


. Forgets what he was going to say


. Not know how to operate certain devices


. Zone out while walking and trip on a rock


TROUBLESHOOTING 

TIPS TO MAINTAIN OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE 

Fuel with sleep or apple juice.


Make sure to pay close attention to Kwosen as he moves around pretty quick.

This device does not like cheese to maintain optimal performance keep a safe

Distance from cheese.

Problem Solution

He isn’t doing the right 
work assignment 

Approach Him and tell him

If you want to learn about 
soccer

He knows lots about 
soccer don’t be afraid to 
ask him.

If you’re having trouble 
with social studies 

He loves Social studies 
and would love to help
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